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Abstract—Mapping ice and open water in ocean bodies is
important for numerous purposes including environmental analysis and ship navigation. The Canadian Ice Service (CIS) has
stipulated a need for an automated ice-water discrimination algorithm using dual polarization images produced by RADARSAT2. Automated methods can provide mappings in larger volumes,
with more consistency, and in finer resolutions that are otherwise
impractical to generate. We have developed such an automated
ice-water discrimination system called MAGIC. First, the HV
(horizontal transmit polarization, vertical receive polarization)
scene is classified using the “glocal” method, a hierarchical
region-based classification method based on the published iterative region growing using semantics (IRGS) algorithm. Second,
a pixel-based support vector machine (SVM) using a nonlinear
radial basis function kernel classification is performed exploiting
synthetic aperture radar grey-level co-occurrence texture and
backscatter features. Finally, the IRGS and SVM classification
results are combined using the IRGS approach but with a
modified energy function to accommodate the SVM pixel-based
information. The combined classifier was tested on 20 ground
truthed dual polarization RADARSAT-2 scenes of the Beaufort
Sea containing a variety of ice types and water patterns across
melt, summer, and freeze-up periods. The average leave-one-out
classification accuracy with respect to these ground truths is
96.42% with a minimum of 89.95% for one scene. The MAGIC
system is now under consideration by CIS for operational use.
Index Terms—synthetic aperture radar (SAR), IRGS, support
vector machine (SVM), classification, sea ice, RADARSAT-2,
grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mapping ice extents in ocean bodies serves several important purposes including the facilitation of ship navigation,
environmental science, and weather forecasting. Operational
ice mapping of Canadian waters is performed by the Canadian
Ice Service (CIS) on a daily basis. At CIS, ice analysts manually process RADARSAT-2 synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
imagery to generate region-based ice concentration maps. CIS
personnel process around 3500 to 4500 RADARSAT scenes
per year in this manner [1].
CIS wants to augment their existing ice mapping process
by incorporating an automated system to differentiate between
ice and water in RADARSAT-2 scenes. Automated approaches
have the potential to provide several valuable benefits to an
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ice classification process. These benefits include high volume
throughput able to process hundreds of scenes per day, very
high detail mapping down to the pixel level, and high consistency with no inter-operator bias.
A successful automated ice-water classification algorithm
must overcome a number of challenges associated with SAR
images of ice and water. SAR images are corrupted with
significant multiplicative speckle noise due to the coherent
nature of the imaging process [2]. The images are sensitive
to the incidence angle resulting in statistical non-stationarities
across scenes [3]. Ice types and water often have tremendous
within class variability both within and across scenes and have
highly nonlinear backscatter signatures. Automated methods
must cope with the aforementioned challenges in computationally efficient ways due to the large sizes of SAR imagery,
typically 10 000 by 10 000 pixels.
We have developed a binary ice-water classification system called MAGIC (MAp-Guided Ice Classification) [4] that
overcomes the main limitations of SAR imagery and satisfies
requirements stipulated by CIS. The MAGIC system is able to
achieve state-of-the-art results by combining a “glocal” classification with a support vector machine (SVM) classification
using the iterative region growing using semantics (IRGS)
[5] framework (Section IV). The MAGIC system has been
tested on 20 RADARSAT-2 dual polarization SAR scenes of
the Beaufort Sea for classification accuracy, robustness, and
computation time (Section V).
II. BACKGROUND
A significant amount of work has been published in the
automated SAR sea ice classification problem domain. The
main challenge could be described as developing a model that
captures domain specific expert knowledge for discriminating
between ice and water using SAR backscatter characteristics.
The most significant differences between previous work are the
types of models used to achieve this goal. Many model types
have been used including simple backscatter thresholding,
regression techniques, neural networks, maximum likelihood
(ML) and Bayesian techniques, expert systems, and Markov
random fields (MRF) among others. Some specific examples
of recent work utilizing these models are briefly described
next.
Work done by Scheuchl et al. [6], [7] modeled the class
SAR coherency matrices using Wishart distributions and discriminated classes using a Bayesian classifier. Linear and nonlinear regression techniques were used by Lundhaug [8] to
model the relationship between backscatter statistics and ancillary information with ice types and water. Gill [9] modeled

amplitude and two additional SAR backscatter features using
an empirical distribution function. Class discrimination was
done using one of two distribution matching tests. Karvonen
et al. [10], [11] used a Gaussian mixture model to capture
class backscatter statistics and a neural network to incorporate
spatial relationships. A system called ARKTOS, developed by
Soh et al. [12], used watershed segmentation to incorporate
spatial information. They also developed an extensive expert
system to capture an expert human decision process based on a
large set of region based features. Haarpaintner and Solbø [13]
modeled simple backscatter statistics using three dimensional
Gaussian distributions which were used as input to an ML
classifier. Simple thresholds of backscatter intensities and
some ancillary data were used by Geldsetzer [14]. Zakhvatkina
et al. [15] analyzed a Bayesian classification of backscatter
histograms. They also considered neural networks for capturing backscatter intensity and grey-level co-occurrence matrix
(GLCM) texture information.
Our proposed algorithm builds upon IRGS (iterative region growing using semantics) [5]. IRGS models backscatter
characteristics using Gaussian statistics and models spatial
relationships using an MRF model. IRGS is an unsupervised
classification algorithm that assigns arbitrary class labels to
identified regions. Mapping the arbitrary class labels to icewater labels is left as a manual process for human operators.
One of the main contributions of our proposed algorithm is
to remove the operator and automatically assign segmented
regions ice-water labels.
No previously developed ice classification system, including
those mentioned above, is able to meet all the requirements
stipulated by CIS. The MAGIC system satisfies important
requirements that are not known to be met by other systems.
The MAGIC system operates fully automatically, it distinguishes between water and sea ice (not just between ice types),
and gives robust results on a variety of scenes including the
challenging freeze-up and melt seasons.
III. DATA
The image dataset we developed for testing consists of 20
scenes from the C-band SAR satellite RADARSAT-2. Each
scene was captured in the ScanSAR Wide beam mode which
provides images in HH and HV polarizations for each scene.
The images have nominal pixel dimensions of 50m and image
dimensions of around 10 000 by 10 000 pixels. This is the
largest standard scene size available from RADARSAT-2 at
500km in both range and azimuth and is the most useful beam
mode for operational mapping of the vast expanses of ice and
water in Arctic seas. The incidence angle of these images
ranges from 20 to 49 degrees and the scenes were captured
from both ascending and descending satellite passes [16], [17].
The images were captured in the year 2010 at various locations
over the Beaufort Sea displayed in Fig 1. The 20 scenes were
taken from April through December inclusive of the more challenging freeze-up and melt seasons where many different ice
types. In addition, varying wind conditions, as measured using
the CMOD5 wind field estimation algorithm[18], are present
in the dataset capturing a range of backscatter signatures and
textures from open water.

An example scene from our dataset is shown in Fig. 2. This
scene was captured on October 27, 2010. It is a fairly complex
scene of the north Alaskan coast containing many ice types,
water and land. Both HH and HV polarizations are shown
and the unique information captured by the HV polarization is
apparent, specifically its invariance to incidence angle effects
in contrast to the HH pol.

Figure 2.
RADARSAT-2 scene captured October 27, 2010 (Scene ID:
20101027). Top: HH pol. Bottom: HV pol. Bottom left of scene is north
Alaskan coast. Top third of scene is ice. Water in scene is most easily identified
by dark regions in HV image. A very strong incidence angle effect is apparent
in the HH image with water at far left appearing very bright and water at far
right appearing very dark. The backscatter of ice is also affected across the
HH image, but is affected differently than water: brighter at right and darker
at left. The HV polarization backscatter signatures are largely unaffected by
incidence angle variations. This scene was reduced to 625 by 625 pixels and
contrast enhanced for display purposes.

We downsample the original images from 10 000 by 10 000
pixels to 2500 by 2500 pixels by performing 4 by 4 block
averaging. This reduction in pixel count by a factor of 16

Figure 1. Locations of the 20 RADARSAT-2 scenes in the Beaufort Sea. Each scene covers an area of about 250 000km2 . All but one scene image a portion
of the north Alaskan coast.

greatly increases the processing throughput and allows our
system to compute a classification result in well under the
CIS operational requirement of 1 hour. The primary tradeoff
of downsampling is a coarser classification result, though our
2500 by 2500 pixel results with 200m pixel resolution still
meet CIS needs and are far more detailed than could be
expected from a manual human classification.
For training and validation purposes we created a detailed
ground truth with ice-water labels for each scene. Vectorbased ground truthing with associated World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) egg codes [19] based on the SAR images
was performed by an expert ice analyst. Such vector-based
ground truths, while having good ice condition predictions at
larger scales, generally have a poor level of detail because
of coarsely outlined ice-water boundaries and lack of identification of small floes and leads. Using coarse training data
to develop an automated classification method with an aim
to output highly detailed results is not feasible. To overcome
this we generated our own highly detailed ground truth using
a previously developed Performance Evaluation Framework
(PEF) [20] system. Execution of the PEF system essentially
involved performing an extremely detailed version of an IRGS
classification followed by a manual labeling of the thousands
of identified regions. Though the results of the PEF are highly
detailed and accurate, the process for generating these results
often requires more than an hour of tedious manual work per
scene constraining its use to a laboratory setting where the
volume and speed of processing is of less importance. The

PEF was run on all 20 scenes to provide a highly detailed
classification with binary ice-water labels using the expert
ground truths for reference. An example of the resulting highly
detailed ground truth for the October 27 scene is shown in
Fig. 3. Note that the leads, whispy ice, and small floes are
well outlined.
IV. I CE C LASSIFICATION S YSTEM
A. Overview of Algorithm
Our ice classification system, MAGIC, consists of components as shown in the flowchart of Fig. 4. The inputs to
the system are the HH and HV pols of a scene, the scene
landmask which identifies each pixel as either land or not
land, and a previously trained SVM model. The MAGIC
algorithm begins with two initial independent classifications:
a “glocal” IRGS classification shown as the left track in
Fig 4, and a pixel-based SVM classification shown as the
right track. The glocal IRGS classification captures spatial
contextual information from the SAR scene and identifies
homogenous regions using a hierarchical approach. The glocal
classification is unsupervised and therefore does not assign
ice-water labels, but instead identifies regions using arbitrary
class labels. The details of this glocal classification method are
described in Subsection IV-B. Texture information of the SAR
scene is exploited by the SVM classifier which is described in
Subsection IV-C. The SVM classifier uses a previously trained
SVM model and is able to provide ice-water labels. The glocal
and SVM classification results are then combined using the

MAGIC Algorithm
Overview
Input:
-Dual pol scene
-Landmask
-SVM model

Divide HV image
into autopolygons

Extract 28 feature
images from HH and
HV images

Classify each HV
autopolygon using
IRGS (4 classes)

SVM pixel-based
classification

Glue full HV image
using IRGS (6
classes)

Figure 3. Detailed ground truth with ice-water labels of October 27, 2010
scene (Scene ID: 20101027). White: water. Grey: ice. Black: no label due to
image artifacts, ice-water boundaries, or land. Details such as ice leads, small
floes, and complex ice-water boundaries are well outlined.

IRGS: Gaussian statistics + edge
strength + SVM (2 classes: ice
and water)

Return:
Ice-water labeled
classification

IRGS approach with a modified energy function to balance the
contributions of the contextual and texture based information.
This is described further in Subsection IV-D. The final result
of the algorithm, as shown at the end of Fig. 4, is a region
image of the input scene with ice-water labels.

Figure 4. MAGIC system flowchart. Inputs are HH and HV images of
a scene, a landmask, and a previously trained SVM model. The left track
is glocal IRGS classification (Subsection IV-B). The right track is pixelbased SVM classification (Subsection IV-C). Classifications are merged using
a modified IRGS approach (Subsection IV-D). The final result is a region
image with ice-water labels.

B. Unsupervised Classification with Arbitrary Class Labels:
Glocal Approach

minima the image is divided into 144 square regions organized
in a 12 by 12 grid. Within each square region the pixel with
the lowest response from a gradient filter is selected as the
pruned watershed seed. Autopolygons created in this way tend
to be at roughly the same scale, have boundaries that follow
natural image structures, and contain stationary class statistics.
An example of an autopolygon segmentation is presented in
Fig. 5.
For each autopolygon an IRGS classification is performed
using only the HV polarization. IRGS is set to identify four
arbitrary classes in each autopolygon resulting in an oversegmentation ensuring all regions are homogenous and contain
only ice or only water. Fig. 5 shows this classification for the
October 27 scene. The next stage involves merging like regions
(see IV-B2 below) and only in the final step are true ice and
water labels assigned to each homogenous region (see IV-C
below).
2) Global IRGS Gluing: The global IRGS gluing step
operates on regions identified during the local autopolygon
classification and completes the full scene classification with
arbitrary class labels. The autopolygon boundaries are first
converted into region boundaries. IRGS then merges those
regions across the entire HV scene identifying six distinct
classes. An example of the final full scene glocal classification
is shown in Fig. 6 with the purple class encompassing water
and other classes identifying various ice types. However, at
this point the class labels are arbitrary because the ice-water

Large SAR scenes, on the order of 500km square, are
necessary for mapping the large expanses of the Arctic. One
of the main challenges that such large scene sizes introduce is
statistical non-stationarities across the image i.e., the statistics for a particular class vary across the scene. The nonstationarities are a result of incidence angle effects, subtle
sensor and processor imperfections, as well as intra-scene
ice and water variations. However, these non-stationarities
generally have low spatial frequencies, only posing a problem
at large scales and distances, typically greater than 50km. This
observation motivates the use of the hierarchical classification
method called “glocal” which combines large scale global and
high detail local information in two steps. The local step
divides the image into separate autopolygons and captures
region-based information at a fine scale where class statistics
can be considered stationary. This local step is explained next
in Subsection IV-B1. The global step then glues regions across
autopolygons forming an image wide classification detailed in
Subsection IV-B2. Using this hierarchical approach the glocal
method is able to provide robust, unsupervised, full scene
classifications with arbitrary class labels.
1) Local Autopolygon Classification: The local autopolygon classification works on sub-regions, or autopolygons, of
the HV image. The autopolygons are created using a watershed
segmentation [21] with pruned minima. To select the pruned

Figure 6. Glocal IRGS classification of October 27, 2010 scene (Scene
ID: 20101027). The dark purple class segments out the water very well even
across the large incidence angle variation. All other classes are various types
of ice. Land in bottom left is ignored using a provided landmask.

[22] classifier is used. We implemented an SVM classifier
using the popular LIBSVM [23] C/C++ library.
An SVM works by computing a linear decision boundary
in a high dimensional space using the subset of labeled
training samples near the decision boundary (called the support
vectors). The SVM decision boundary equation is
f (x) =

X

yi αi K(xi , x)

(1)

∀i

Figure 5.
Local autopolygon classification of October 27, 2010 scene
(Scene ID: 20101027). Top: autopolygon segmentation boundaries in white.
Bottom: IRGS classification of each autopolygon. Up to four classes are
distinguished in each autopolygon. Land in bottom left is ignored using a
provided landmask.

labels for regions are still unknown and will be determined
during a subsequent step.
Experimentation was performed to determine preferred parameters for the glocal algorithm. The parameters mentioned
previously (12 by 12 grid and 4 classes for local, and 6 classes
for global) were found to perform well across all 20 scenes
and algorithm performance was insensitive to minor parameter
variations.
C. Classification with Ice-Water Labels: SVM Model
The result of the glocal classification is an identification of
homogeneous regions with arbitrary class labels. To provide
the required mapping to ice-water labels a soft-margin SVM

where yi are binary class labels, αi are learned weights, K()
is a kernel function, xi are the support vectors and x is
the sample to be classified. Nonlinear kernels can be used
to model nonlinear decision boundaries. The most common
kernel function, and the one used in this paper, is a radial
basis function (RBF) kernel of the form


2
K(xi , x) = exp −γ |xi − x|
(2)
where γ is a scaling hyperparameter.
SVM classifiers have numerous beneficial properties making
them suitable for our application. Their ability to model
nonlinear decision boundaries is essential for differentiating
between the nonlinear SAR signatures of ice and water.
SVM models trained with large amounts of data consume
relatively little memory making them ideal for our large GIS
datasets. Evaluation of test points in an SVM classifier is
computationally efficient which is necessary for classifying the
many points in a large RADARSAT-2 image. SVM classifiers
have a strong theoretical foundation and often provide stateof-the-art classification accuracy.
Our SVM model was trained using a leave-one-out (LOO)
method to gauge the likely operational performance. Training
points were always left out for the scene being tested, leaving
only the sample points from the remaining 19 scenes for

training. This avoids testing on training data, gives realistic
classification accuracies, and mimics an operational environment. The SAR scenes were found to contain significant
redundant information making only a small subset of the image
data useful for SVM training. Only 400 random sample points
from each scene were necessary for training as more samples
showed no improvement in classification performance. The
training time for an LOO SVM model was under 5 minutes.
SVM models with RBF kernels, such as ours, generally require tuning of the standard complexity vs precision hyperparameter C and the RBF scale hyperparameter γ. A multiscale
grid search was performed to find satisfactory values for these
hyperparameters. At the coarse scale the following ranges of
hyperparameters
at incremental factors of 25 :
 −10 30  were searched
 −30 20
C ∈ 2 , 2 , γ ∈ 2 , 2 . A more detailed search
was executed around the minimum
determined


 by the coarse
search in the range C ∈ 2−10 , 216 , γ ∈ 2−30 , 213 with
an incremental factor of 2. A minimum LOO error was found
around C = 1, γ = 1 where the error gradient appeared stable
and near zero indicating further hyperparameter refinement
would likely yield negligible performance improvement.
The choice of features as inputs to the SVM model can
affect performance. Generally, using more features allows
for better class separability, but too many features increases
computation time as well as increasing the risk of the “curse
of dimensionality” [24] with a reduction in generalizability.
A feature search was used to determine a good set of SVM
features. The type of search used was a forward feature search
[25]. A forward feature search begins with an empty feature
set and gradually builds a useful feature set by iteratively
adding the most useful new feature to the feature set. The
utility of new features is measured as the reduction of the 20
scene average LOO SVM error. The feature search ends when
no new features increase utility. The feature search was used
to select a subset of the 172 features in a candidate feature
set. The candidate feature set included simple pixel intensities,
local averages and maximum intensities in 5 by 5 and 25 by 25
pixel windows. Many GLCM features were included as well
because they were found to proficiently differentiate between
ice types and water [26]. The GLCM measures used were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ASM: applied second moment
CON: contrast
COR: correlation
DIS: dissimilarity
ENT: entropy
HOM: homogeneity
INV: inverse moment
MU: mean
STD: standard deviation

A number of important GLCM parameters, such as window
size and step size, can affect the measures of textures extracted
by GLCM methods. Selection of GLCM window size is
largely a tradeoff between texture locality provided by small
window sizes and measurement stability provided by large
window sizes. Variations of GLCM step sizes allow extraction
of textures at different scales. Isotropic GLCM step directions
were used meaning the extracted texture features are averaged

over the four dominant directions. The combinations of GLCM
window sizes and step sizes used in the feature search are
shown in the table below.
Window Size [pixels]
5 by 5
11 by 11
25 by 25
25 by 25
51 by 51
51 by 51
51 by 51
101 by 101
101 by 101

Step [pixels]
1
1
1
5
5
10
20
10
20

All features were computed on both HH and HV images.
The forward feature search terminated with 28 selected features shown in Table I in the order in which they were selected.
An example pixel-wise LOO SVM classification using the
28 selected features for the October 27 scene is displayed in
Fig. 7. The SVM result is able to correctly assign ice-water
labels to most pixels. Pixels that are near ice-water boundaries
are more likely misclassified. The labels assigned by the SVM
also have some salt-and-pepper-like noise due to a lack of
spatial context. These limitations are overcome by combining
the glocal classification described next.
Table I
L IST OF 28 SELECTED FEATURES IN ORDER OF SELECTION BY FORWARD
FEATURE SEARCH .
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Pol
HV
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HV
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HV
HV
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH

Feature
GLCM MU 25 by 25 step 5
GLCM COR 51 by 51 step 5
GLCM MU 25 by 25 step 1
GLCM DIS 51 by 51 step 20
GLCM ASM 101 by 101 step 5
Intensity
Average 25 by 25 window
Average 5 by 5 window
GLCM DIS 51 by 51 step 5
GLCM MU 101 by 101 step 20
GLCM MU 25 by 25 step 5
GLCM ASM 51 by 51 step 5
GLCM ASM 101 by 101 step 20
GLCM MU 5 by 5 step 1
GLCM COR 25 by 25 step 5
GLCM COR 5 by 5 step 1
Average 25 by 25 window
GLCM STD 101 by 101 step 20
GLCM CON 101 by 101 step 20
GLCM CON 101 by 101 step 5
GLCM ASM 11 by 11 step 1
GLCM CON 11 by 11 step 1
GLCM CON 25 by 25 step 1
GLCM CON 25 by 25 step 5
GLCM CON 5 by 5 step 1
GLCM CON 51 by 51 step 10
GLCM STD 11 by 11 step 1
GLCM CON 51 by 51 step 20

D. Combination of Classifiers: Glocal + SVM
The glocal classification explained in Subsection IV-B uses
spatial context information to provide a robust classification

pj
f ()
Ni
Ωi
xi
CS

pixel j
SVM classification labeling (0 = water, 1 = ice)
number of pixels in region i
set of pixels in region i
current label of region i (0 = water, 1 = ice)
tuning weight

This energy term calculates the average SVM class label
of all pixels in the region and penalizes any difference with
the region label xi assigned during the IRGS iterations. The
penalty is scaled by the region size Ni and tuned by the
parameter CS . The inclusion of the energy term VS (xi ) has
the effect of biasing IRGS towards the labellings generated
by the SVM classifier while still maintaining some influence
from the Gaussian and edge strength terms.
This final IRGS classification combining glocal and SVM
was run with two classes to identify only ice and water. Results
of this final classification are shown next.
V. T ESTING AND R ESULTS
Figure 7.
Pixel-wise LOO SVM classification with ice-water labels of
October 27, 2010 scene (Scene ID: 20101027). White: water. Grey: ice. Black:
unclassified. Pixels on or near land, near image borders, or on image region
boundaries are not classified by the SVM. Though the pixel-wise classification
provides valuable ice-water labels, it lacks spatial context information as is
evident by the noisy result and poorly outlined ice-water boundaries.

with arbitrary class labels giving well identified ice-water
boundaries. The SVM classification explained in Subsection
IV-C is able to provide the required ice-water labels using
backscatter and texture information. We combine these two
complimentary algorithms to generate a final binary ice-water
classification.
Different combinations of classifiers have previously been
used with success on SAR data [27]. Combinations of similar
SVM and MRF classifiers have also been developed, but for
different types of satellite data [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. The
glocal and SVM classifications are uniquely and inherently
combined using the IRGS framework. The regions for IRGS
are initialized from the glocal classification result. The icewater labels for the regions are initialized using the SVM
classification result. The overall IRGS energy function [5,
eq. (3)-(5)] is modified to incorporate the additional SVM
information as follows
E=

X

[VG (xi ) + VS (xi )] +

i∈R

X

VE (xi , xj )

(3)

hi,jiξ

where the energy term VG () accounts for the Gaussian statistics of all regions R. The energy term VE () scores the MRF
clique potentials [33] as edge strength between connected
regions or cliques ξ. The x terms denote current region labels
which are optimized to find the minimal overall energy. The
new SVM energy term VS () accounts for the SVM label
information on a per-region basis. The SVM energy term is
calculated for each region as:
P
VS (xi ) = Ni CS

j∈Ωi

f (pj )

Ni

− xi

(4)

The combined classifier was tested on all 20 scenes using
an LOO testing scheme and the results were compared against
our detailed ground truths. The resulting confusion matrix [34]
entries for each scene are shown in Table II. Some image
pixels were not included in these statistics such as areas
of land, areas lacking sensor data near image borders, and
pixels on segmentation region boundaries. The MAGIC system
attained an overall average classification accuracy of 96.42%.
The lowest classification accuracy occurred on the August 7
scene at 89.95% (shown later in Fig 10). Four scenes had
near perfect classifications (Scene IDs: 20100418, 20100426,
20101120, 20101214). These scenes were mainly comprised
of a single class with no ice-water mixing leading to easier
classifications. Of all the ice pixels in the dataset 98.21% were
classified correctly as ice and of all the water pixels 92.72%
were classified correctly as water.
Table II
C LASSIFICATION CONFUSION MATRIX TALLIES FOR ALL 20 SCENES .
C OLUMNS 2-5: TRUE CLASS / PREDICTED CLASS . FARTHEST RIGHT
COLUMN IS ACCURACY PERCENTAGE .
Scene ID
20100418
20100426
20100510
20100524
20100605
20100623
20100629
20100712
20100721
20100730
20100807
20100907
20100909
20101003
20101021
20101027
20101114
20101120
20101206
20101214
Total

ice/ice
6260769
6355118
6132526
5557766
5647615
3936807
4518094
4741917
3174530
2869306
1519757
363
758471
1361193
1262736
3674762
4897794
6245834
5607985
5881672
80405015

water/water
0
0
257882
647492
0
2068779
537674
880374
2074486
2781634
4015672
5787142
5134797
4513367
5088576
1901945
996723
0
0
0
36686543

ice/water
0
0
23870
20793
0
59211
139338
220819
72568
260657
166218
550
118760
140843
107101
84314
26651
0
23472
0
1465165

water/ice
8
27
15500
82961
46937
35522
226713
265996
412533
345849
452522
26229
249232
170442
73379
231317
243361
10
24
4
2878566

[%]
99.99
99.99
99.39
98.36
99.18
98.45
93.25
92.03
91.54
90.31
89.95
99.54
94.12
94.97
97.24
94.64
95.62
99.99
99.58
99.99
96.42

The final classification result for the October 27 scene,
which was used previously in this paper in Figs 2, 3, 5, 6
and 7 to demonstrate all steps of the ice classification system,
is displayed in Fig 8. This scene has a variety of ice types
and water and is one of the more challenging scenes in the
dataset. The MAGIC system achieves a classification accuracy
of 94.64% on this scene. Some of the erroneous labellings are
caused by the thin ribbons of ice with a wispy appearance and
small amounts of dark grease ice.
The scene of October 21, presented in Fig 9, has a number of
challenging aspects. Some minor sections of grease ice exist
in the upper left of the scene which has markedly different
backscatter characteristics than most other types of ice and
appears dark and very similar to calm water. These minor
sections in this scene are misclassified as water. Another
challenging aspect is the noticeable banding artifacts most
prevalent in the HV image appearing as about four vertical
bands contributing false structure and misleading statistics to
the image. The MAGIC system effectively mitigates this issue
with no noticeable effect on the final result. A third, and
most challenging aspect of this scene is the highly textured
nature of the water. The textured appearance is likely a result
of significant wind roughening with the CMOD5 wind field
estimation algorithm [18] reporting a median wind speed of
5.5m/s for the scene. Typically ice has a much stronger texture
response than water leading to confusion when water becomes
highly textured. Again the MAGIC system is robust to these
phenomenon and achieves a high classification accuracy for
this scene of 97.24%. The mutual benefit from the combination
of the glocal and SVM classifications is also evident in this
scene. Along the right edge the SVM classifier incorrectly
identifies sizable sections of ice as water and many speckles of
water as ice. Most of these classification errors are eliminated
by the combined classifier because they are not significant
enough to affect the overall average label of the regions
identified in the glocal step.
Of all 20 scenes MAGIC achieves the lowest accuracy of
89.95% on the August 7th scene shown in Fig 10. This is
a complex scene with wispy looking ice and countless small
floes. Since the pixel resolution for the downsampled images
processed by MAGIC is only 200m by 200m there is a strong
possibility of imaging subpixel ice floes. The significant ice
and water mixing of this scene exacerbates this issue with
many ambiguous pixels containing both ice and water leading
to classification inaccuracies.
The full dataset testing revealed two limitations of the
current system. One limitation is the misclassification of grease
ice as water shown in Fig 9. Grease ice has a very dark
backscatter profile and a weak texture response, both of which
are properties more commonly found in water. This similarity
with water leads to poor class separability and corresponding
classification errors. Though robust distinction of all types
of ice from water is desirable, identification of grease ice is
less of an issue than most other ice types. Grease ice is one
of the first stages of new ice growth and is a non-issue for
navigational purposes because ships can easily cut through its
very thin and soupy consistency [35].
Subpixel ice floes are another challenge for the MAGIC

system. The 200m by 200m pixel size makes it highly possible
for a single pixel to contain both ice floes and water. A binary
ice or water label is insufficient in such cases and can result in
misleading over or under estimation of ice concentrations. The
simplest solution to this problem would be to eliminate image
downsampling and use original image sizes with a resolution
of 50m by 50m, though this would increase computation time.
Another approach for dealing with subpixel floes could be
to estimate the ice concentrations of each pixel. However, it
remains to be seen whether issues attributed to subpixel floes
are significant enough to necessitate further development.
The total execution time for the MAGIC system to classify
a 2500 by 2500 pixel scene is under 30 minutes which is well
within the CIS requirement of 1 hour. The processing times are
scene dependent, but a typical breakdown is as follows. The
local autopolygon classification takes about 2 minutes, IRGS
glueing takes 10 seconds, the GLCM feature extraction takes
about 15 minutes, and the final combined IRGS+SVM step
takes around 10 minutes. About 2GB of memory are required
throughout the classification process.

VI. C ONCLUSION
The MAGIC system is an ice classification system capable
of accurately mapping ice and water in dual polarization
SAR scenes. It leverages complimentary information through
the combination of two state-of-the-art classifiers: a glocal
classifier and an SVM classifier. The glocal method is an
unsupervised MRF region-based approach and accounts for
spatial relationships in SAR scenes. The SVM classifier
exploits backscatter and GLCM texture features from SAR
scenes to automatically determine ice-water labels. The two
classifiers are inherently combined in a novel way using the
IRGS framework.
The MAGIC system was tested on 20 dual polarization
RADARSAT-2 scenes captured over the Beaufort Sea. The
MAGIC system achieved an overall accuracy of 96.42%. Two
limitations were identified during testing including difficulty
mapping grease ice and very small ice floes. Neither of
these limitations pose significant operational issues, though
the correction of these limitations could motivate future work.
The MAGIC system was developed to satisfy CIS automated
ice mapping requirements and is currently under consideration
by CIS for operational use.
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Figure 8. Final classification of October 27, 2010 scene (Scene ID: 20101027). Top left: HH pol. Top right: HV pol. Bottom left: SVM pixel-wise result.
Bottom right: final result. In this scene land is at the bottom left, ice consists of the top third, and water is the dark area in the HV image. Median wind
speed reported by CMOD5 [18]: 0.9m/s. Classified ice is cyan and classified water is dark blue. Classification accuracy: 94.64%.
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